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ABSTRACT
RE-EDITING ISAIA BILLÈ’S 24 STUDI-CAPRICCI PER CONTRABBASSO A 4
CORDE TO MODERN NOTATION FOR DOUBLE BASS
by Samuel Dahmer
May 2017
Isaia Billè was an Italian virtuoso double bassist as well as a great pedagogue who
left one of the most extensive collections of compositions and pedagogical materials for
the double bass. The 24 Studies-Caprices is a set of studies that can be considered a
valuable part of the double bass repertoire for the challenging technique and valuable
musical content. Unfortunately, the caprices were abandoned by contemporary double
bassists due to outdated notation which is based in suono reale, where all the notes are
written in the actual register they sound. Contemporary double bass players currently are
used to reading notes an octave higher than they actually sound, a notation that facilitates
the reading of notes, especially the ones below the staff, using treble clef. For this reason,
the repertoire for double bass written in old notation of actual pitch sound has been
abandoned because double bassists are not used to reading in that way. That is the case of
Isaia Billè’s 24 Studies-Caprices.
This dissertation describes the importance of Billè’s 24 Studies-Caprices for
double bass and the steps used to transpose and adjust to the contemporary notation for
double bass. For that, four caprices were chosen to exemplify the process that will be
used in all the 24 Studies-Caprices, which aims to result in a future publication of the
entire work. Many sources were used in the re-edition which include the actual
manuscript, the edition by Ricordi and its many reprints, some of Billè’s handmade
ii

corrections in the first edition, an arrangement for double bass and piano, and edited
caprice no. 3 by Francesco Petracchi. By comparing sources and transposing and
adjusting clefs, a final edition of four of the caprices is presented in this research. By
using this technique, it is believed that the 24 Studies-Caprices by Isaia Billè can be
reintroduced to contemporary bassists and lead to these caprices becoming an important
and standard part of the double bass repertoire.
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION
The contemporary notation for double bass is based on an octave transposition, a
notation used to facilitate the reading of the musical text and to avoid excessive use of
ledger lines above and below the staff. For that, not only the notes are transposed an
octave higher, but three different clefs are used, such as bass clef for lower register and
tenor and treble clef for higher registers.1 In this way, the notation fits notes from all
registers within the staff using as few ledger lines as possible, making the musical text
easier to read.
Although most of the repertoire for double bass is written in contemporary
notation, several old compositions were written in the notation of the real sound, which
Italian composers called suono reale or effecto reale. Many efforts have been made to
rewrite the repertoire from the old notation in the contemporary notation, but there is still
a lot to be done. A large part of the repertoire for double bass written in old notation has
been abandoned, not because of its lack of importance, but because of bassists, not used
to the suono reale notation, have to transpose the notes one octave higher for an easier
understanding of the musical text. In addition, some passages have to be written in a
different clef due to the octave transposition. That is the case for Isaia Billè’s 24 Studi Capricci per Contrabbasso a 4 Corde.
Billè’s caprices for double bass can be an important part of the double bass
repertoire with the help of this work. It is important not only because they form a set of
studies which seeks to develop many aspects of the double bass technique, but also
because most are pieces that can be performed separately as recital pieces. Possibly, its

1

Arthur Elson, The Book of Musical Knowledge (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1915), 409.
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importance for the double bass can be compared to the importance of many sets of
caprices for other instruments, as for example, the Paganini’s 24 Caprices for violin.
Billè, like Paganini, designed his caprices to both facilitate the development of specific
skills and to soloists to demonstrate their virtuosic abilities.
Although very significant for the double bass repertoire, Billè’s collection of
caprices is rarely performed due to its outdated musical notation. To be able to perform
them, the musician would have to transpose notes one octave higher and make different
choices of clef throughout the caprices in order to facilitate the reading.
The purpose of this dissertation is to transpose and make proper clef and note
adjustments for a re-edition of Isaia Billè’s 24 Caprices to a modern and player-friendly
notation for double bass. As the work was originally written in the traditional Italian
notation of suono reale (actual sounding pitch), this dissertation will offer a re-writing of
four selected caprices in modern octave notation, demonstrating the process of the
edition, and show how practical and attractive it can be to double bassists when written in
contemporary notation. In addition, along with the re-editing of those caprices, a brief
biography of Isaia Billè will be presented and the technical goals of each caprice will be
discussed.
Moreover, the outcome of this research and editing could result in the future
commercial publication of this important etude book, making it accessible to current and
future generations of bassists who will use this work in performances and for
instructional purposes.
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CHAPTER II – THE ITALIAN DOUBLE BASSIST ISAIA BILLÈ (1874 - 1961)
Isaia Billè was an Italian double bass virtuoso and composer born in Fermo, Italy,
on December 22, 1874. His importance to the double bass is often compared to great
double bass pedagogues such as Franz Simandl and Édouard Nanny. Billè studied double
bass with Annibale Mengoli in the high school Rossini di Pesaro, graduating with honors
in 1894. He had a successful career marked by a refined technique and intelligent
interpretation. Billè appeared as soloist in France, Great Britain, Portugal, Belgium and
Spain, and was the principal double bass soloist in major Italian orchestras, such as La
Scala in Milan and the Rome Opera.
After 1913, Billè taught double bass in the Institute Luigi Cherubini in Florence
and San Pietro a Majella in Napoli. During his life, Billè performed in many important
venues around the world, “from the Scala of Milan to the Colon of Buenos Aires, from
Carlo Felice in Geneva to the Municipal of the Santiago in Chile where he miraculously
escaped of the terrible earthquake in 1906, from the Massimo in Palermo to the Fenice of
Venice.”2 Between 1920 and 1921, he toured the United States with the renowned
conductor Arturo Toscanini, with whom he performed for many years3. From 1923
onwards, Billè taught at the Conservatory of Santa Cecilia in Rome and was also a
member of the Orchestra dell'Augusteum.

2

Francesco Maranesi, preface to Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori: Origine degli Strumenti
ad Arco, Liuteria, Didattica, Storia della Musica e delle Scuole Strumentistiche in Generale, by Isaia Billè
(Roma: Ausonia, 1928), IX.
3
He was principal bass of the Toscanini’s orchestra called by the nickname of “Orfica”. In this
orchestra, the double bass section was: Isaia Billè (Fermo), Mario Vichi (Pesaro), Giovani Pallavicini
(Vigevano), Giambattista Berteli (Soncino Cremasco), Ero Montevecchi (Imola), Antonio Bettela
(Padova), Giovanni De Checchi (Verona), and Arturo Clerici (Milano).
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Billè was considered a music authority not only as a double bassist but also as a
professor.
Celebrated virtuoso of the double bass, and a wealthy lord of musical
technique, taught by word of mouth in the school and divided in
various methods and studies printed by Ricordi; he is a rich possessor
of scholarly knowledge in the aesthetic and historical branches of the
music methodology. 4
Tuesday we had a concert performed by Prof. Isaia Billè who
impressed the public with his instrument. “So it sounds in paradise!”
Exclaimed a gentleman who went out of theater after the concert. And
the gentleman had said the true.5
Indeed, Billè was admired by his contemporaries as a virtuoso performer and
teacher, who possessed extraordinary skills as a musician. He was also a prolific poet.
The archives in the library of the Conservatoire Pergolesi in Fermo, Italy, have a large
collection of his poems, which speak not only about music but also about his land.

4

Francesco Maranesi, preface to Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori: Origine degli Strumenti
ad Arco, Liuteria, Didattica, Storia della Musica e delle Scuole Strumentistiche in Generale, by Isaia Billè
(Roma: Ausonia, 1928), VII (translation by author).
5
La Penna. “Novi Ligure,” (1900), quoted in Isaia Billè, Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori:
Origine degli Strumenti ad Arco, Liuteria, Didattica, Storia della Musica e delle Scuole Strumentistiche in
Generale (Roma: Ausonia, 1928), VIII (translation by author).
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Figure 1.

Figure 1. The front page of one of Billè’s books of poetry.

Isaia Billè. Poesie Varie. Volume I, No. 614. Library of the Conservatorio de Musica “G.B. Pergolesi” - Fermo.

Figure 2.

Two of Billè’s poems from the book Poesie Varie, Volume I.
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Billè wrote short stories and sketches that won awards in various competitions.6
His poems reflect his deep love for the instrument. An example of that can be seen in one
of his many poems.
My bass
When I play you, my old instrument
dominator of orchestras is what you are,
I feel a gentle happy soul
That I would not know how to tell how!
And I see that your strings big and hard,
Played by many poorly, often give
grotesque voices, and notes so obscure
that make you despise!
But when my bow poses on them
you to turn as if by magic
and the sound, which in your rope cable rests,
dissolves a free hand.
That is the song of my young heart
that quivers and struggles, between the turns
high art and love
challenging the future!
Sweet my songs you repeat
with harmonious and delicate sound,

6
“Isaia Billè,” Treccani: L’Enciclopedia Italiana. Dizionario Biografico degli Italiana, Volume
10:1968, accessed July 22, 2014, http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/isaia-bille_(Dizionario-Biografico)/.
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ripping off the intimate secrets of the art
and charm to create!
You alone give me comfort when tired
I have the soul and a gloomy longing
invades the sick heart, I lack
the faith and joy!
You alone are acquainted with my pains,
my wandering life, my thoughts!
And I want you really well,
oh, sincere partner!
But if a sad and sorrowful sound unfolds
from your strings, fly the pious thoughts
at the cold tomb, which encloses
My good master!
Isaiah Billè (Cuneo, 1898)7
Billè’s admiration for his beloved instrument is described in the above poem.
Along with the poems, the library of the Conservatory Pergolesi also houses the
manuscripts of a variety of compositions and transcriptions written by Billè. A very rich
repertoire languishes there, unpublished. Some of the works were published by Umberto
Pizzi and by Ricordi while Billè was still alive. However, many works remain
unpublished, and some of the published works are not performed anymore due to their
outdated notation, as discussed earlier.

7

Isaia Billè, My Bass. Cuneo, 1898. Conservatorio di Musica Giovanni Baptista Pergolesi,
accessed January 26, 2017, http://www.conservatorio.net/isaia-bille/.

7

As a significant musician and composer for the double bass, Billè should certainly
be studied more. His legacy for the double bass through his pedagogical material and
repertoire is vast, and many of his works are standard for the double bass worldwide.
However, important music dictionaries such as the Grove Dictionary of Music and the
Oxford Music Dictionary do not even mention Billè’s name. There is a deficiency of
sources about his personal life and only short biographies can be found in Italian
dictionaries.

8

CHAPTER III – NUOVO METODO PER CONTRABBASSO A 4 E 5 CORDE
Billè dedicated years of his life to the pedagogy of the double bass. His plan was
to develop a full course of studies that could be used by teachers and students worldwide.
Self-taught evolutionary and innovator, having trained at the school of
experience and studied to refine himself in search of a complete
method, rational and progressive for the instrument, he wanted to be a
pedagogue and in 1922, through Casa Ricordi, he published a Nuovo
metodo per contrabasso a quatto e a cinque corde divided in seven
courses, universally appreciated with the widest praise, and already in
use in many conservatories and music schools, Italian and foreign; he
wanted to complete the literature of the large instrument with the
edition of 21 piccoli studi melodici in tutti I toni, the 18 studi, the 6
studi caratteristici, the 24 capricci of a transcendental technique, the
many pieces of genre, and several successful transcriptions of classical
music. 8
The method written by Billè remains one of his best-known works and one of the
most significant double bass methods worldwide. For instance, research done 1997 found
that Billè’s method is considered the most used method by important double bass
professors in the United States. 9
In his book Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori (Bowed Stringed Instruments
and Their Practitioners), published in 1928, Billè exemplifies the double bass curriculum
of many important conservatories and music schools around the world, stating that his
method was used to teach in many important schools along with other methods by
Bottesini, Mengoli, Caimmi, etc.
This is the program of study adopted in RR. Conservatori di Roma e
Firenze, and with minor modification, in that of Napoli, the high school
of Torino, in the school of Padova, Siena, Cesena, Sassari, Genova,
8

Isaia Billè, Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori: Origine degli Strumenti ad Arco, Liuteria,
Didattica, Storia della Musica e delle Scuole Strumentistiche in Generale (Roma: Ausonia, 1928), IX
(translation by author).
9
Tod Leavitt, “The Status of Contrabass Instruction at Selected Colleges and Universities in
United States of America” (DMA diss., The Ohio State University, 1997), 56.
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Teramo, Cuneo and in the foreign school of Madrid, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Cleveland and other American cities. 10
Billè’s Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso was published in 1922 and was already
in the curriculum of many important schools by 1928. And as stated in the above quote,
the publication was a success thereafter. In the entire method, it is admirable the way
Billè designed a whole course of double bass studies from the basic elements to advanced
skills, covering aspects of performance.
Indeed, his method arguably was the most complete method for double bass ever
written until that time, and it achieved great success from the beginning. The method was
pedagogy for ensemble players as well as for soloists.
I believe I have done an agreeable thing for my pupils and for students
in general, by writing a New Method for 4 and 5 string Double Bass,
which I have divided into two parts. The first of these, subdivided into
three perfectly distinct courses, beginning with an instructive, theoreticdidactic compendium, serves exclusively for the Double Bass when
studied as an ensemble instrument; to this end, I have also added a
complementary course regarding the orchestra school. The second of
three courses serves for the Double Bass studied as a solo instrument
and for the perfectioning [sic] of the concert player, for whom I have
also written several pieces with piano accompaniment and 24
Capriccios.11
Although Billè stated that his method was divided into two parts, we can believe
that he intended to consider the set of pieces with piano accompaniment and the 24
Caprices as the third part of the method, which could be taught along with the other parts.

10

Isaia Billè, Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori: Origine degli Strumenti ad Arco, Liuteria,
Didattica, Storia della Musica e delle Scuole Strumentistiche in Generale (Roma: Ausonia, 1928), 123
(translation by author).
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Isaia Billè, Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso, Parte I, Corso Teorico-Pratico, I (Ricordi, 1922),
Preface.
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A probable proof of this is that he wrote it on the cover of 24 Caprices manuscript as seen
in the following figure.

Part III Nuovo
Metodo per
Contrabbasso

Figure 3.

The front page of the manuscript of Billè’s 24 Caprices.

Furthermore, he also makes statements about the “pieces with piano
accompaniment” and “capriccios” as a sequence for the second part of the method.
Let whoever wishes to play “Solo” on the Double-Bass and devote
himself to the difficult and thorny career of the Concert-player, turn
over the leaves of this Sixth Practical Course, to know and study what
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is here expounded. Later on, he can pass to the last Book of the
Method, (Pieces with accompaniment) and the study of Capriccios.12
It is unclear if he meant the pieces and caprices as part of the “last Book of the
Method.” The same quote in Italian does not present a comma after word “Method,”
which can lead to an ambiguity of interpretation on whether the pieces are part of the
method or are a sequence to be followed after the end of the method.
Based on the statements mentioned and the indication of “Part III” on the cover of
the caprices manuscripts, it can be assumed that the caprices and pieces with piano
accompaniment were intended to be the third part of the method, which will be discussed
later.
Therefore, the complete didactic plan for Billè’s method can be divided into three
parts.
Table 1.
Divisions of Billè’s New Method for Double Bass
PARTS OF THE
METHOD

VOLUMES OF THE METHOD
AND ADDITIONAL WORKS

INTENDED TO

Part I

Volume 1: I. Corso TeoricoPratico

The
Orchestra/Ensemble Player

Volume 2: II. Corso Pratico
Volume 3: III. Corso Pratico
Volume 4: IV. Corso
Complementare

12
Isaia Billè, Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso, Parte II, Corso Teorico-Pratico, VI (Milan:
Ricordi), 1.
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Part II

Volume 5: IV. Corso Normale
Volume 6: V Corso Pratico

The

Volume 7: VI Corso Pratico

Concert Player

Studi de concerto

Part III

24 Study-Caprice

(not published as part
III, but possibility
intended)

(published as a separated book)
Pieces with accompaniment
(published separately and some
still not published)

As demonstrated in the above table, Billè basically divided the emphasis of his
pedagogical plan into two different categories of players: the ensemble/orchestra player
and the concert player, soloist. The first of those, for the ensemble player, Billè
developed Part I of the method and divided it into four volumes, which he calls courses.
For the concert player, he wrote Part II and III, with Part II divided into three
volumes/courses, and Part III containing a set of 24 Caprices and pieces with piano
accompaniment.
Of course, this division is subject to interpretation based on the statements and
facts presented before. Although the 24 Caprices are not published as part of the method,
we can consider it as a continuation of the method, even though Billè did not clearly state
it.
In his book Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori, Billè presents a program that
gathers the curriculum of many important conservatories and schools. By analyzing the
sequence of the method’s courses, pieces, and caprices used, it appears that the following
pedagogical sequence was applied by Billè while teaching.
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Table 2.
Pedagogical Curriculum Applied by Billè.
YEAR
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

PEDAGOGIC MATERIAL


Theoric notion of the instrument (from the theoric course of
Part I of the Method – Ed. Ricordi, Milano) Exercises of bow
and study of positions (Practical Course I)



II Practical Course of the Method: Scales, intervals, “School of
Bow”, as well as the 21 Piccoli studi d’integrazione al volume
stesso (Ed. Ricordi).



36 studies extracted from the first part of the method (Ed.
Ricordi)



III Practical Course of the Method, as well as the 10 studi di
perfezionamento (Ed. Ricordi)



18 Studies (Ed. Ricordi)



IV Complemental Course – part about the orchestral player,
pages 42 to 51. (Ed. Ricordi)



All exercises and 20 studies of the IV Complemental Course
and IV Normal Practical Course, from the Part II of the
Method.



18 studi per contrabasso d’orchestra (Ed. Ricordi).



V Practical Course from Part II of the Method



14 studies by Berti, edited and transcribed for double bass of
four strings by I. Billè



V Practical Course of the Part II of the Method with a study of
concerto and the 6 studi caratteristici (Ed. Ricordi)



Collection of 60 studies (Ed. Ricordi) edited and transcribed for
double bass of four strings by I. Billè.



3 capricci of the 24, to the choice of the pupil (Ed. Ricordi).
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Isaia Billè and diverse composers: 3 concert pieces with
technical difficulty and any sonata.

Billè’s works included in the program for study of the double bass used in many important school and conservatoires by 1928.13

In Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori, Billè sets out a whole program for the
study of the double bass, citing not only his own pedagogical material but many others
such as Annibale Mengoli and Italo Caimmi. However, it is interesting to note the
sequence he applied for his material in the curriculum. He uses the caprices and his
pieces as part of the seventh year of study, probably meaning that they were a
continuation of his method.
I will assume that Billè’s method is divided into three parts. Part I is dedicated to
the development of the ensemble player as he called orchestral and chamber players. It
develops the performer’s ability to play in groups, with a clear and consistent technique
on a limited range of notes used on the double bass in those ensembles. Part II and III, are
dedicated to the perfecting of the concert player, which includes soloists and musicians
who want to go further on the technique of the instrument. Billè says that “students are
therefore advised to search into this branch also,” in order to “justly appreciate the
difficulties overcome by those who present themselves as soloists, and acknowledge the
merits of those who have really studied.”14
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Isaia Billè, Gli Strumenti ad Arco e i Loro Cultori: Origine degli Strumenti ad Arco, Liuteria,
Didattica, Storia della Musica e delle Scuole Strumentistiche in Generale (Roma: Ausonia, 1928), 123-125.
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Part I – The Ensemble Player
Part one of Billè’s method is dedicated to the development of the ensemble
musician, especially the orchestral player. Billè had in mind the many differences
between an orchestra and a concert player, writing his exercises and instructions
according to a specific profile of players.
In the first part of the Method we already mentioned the fact that a
good Orchestra-player is worth more than a mediocre Concert-player.
But one must not listen to those – and they are many – who while
declaring themselves to be fine Orchestra-players disparage the soloist.
These are only vulgar dabblers, or at best, mediocre professionals; their
ability can be but limited. As if the Concert-player had not, before
becoming one, studied as much as they, nay [sic] more, much more! It
is only envy that makes them talk, because the player, after studying,
becomes a good Orchestra Double-Bass player only after long
experience.15
Billè gave equal importance to the orchestra player and to the concert player,
stating that not everybody can be a concert player, but also in order to be a good
orchestral player the bassist has to dedicate himself to the study and later polish his
abilities with experience.
Students are therefore advised to search into this branch also; if they do
not become first-rate virtuosos, they will always be able to say that they
know the instrument perfectly, that they can justly appreciate the
difficulties overcome by those who present themselves as soloists, and
acknowledge the merits of those who have really studied. 16
He not only prepares the orchestra player through exercises in the first part of his
method but also presents important orchestral excerpts in the method, as for example, in
Part I - Volume IV- Corso complementare. Volume I to IV belong to Part I.
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Ibid., II.
Isaia Billè, Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso. Parte II, Corso Teorico-Pratico, VI (Milano:
Ricordi, 1922), II.
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Part II – The Concert Player
Part two of the method is dedicated to the concert player. According to Billè, the
profile of the soloist is very different from the orchestral player, and those should proceed
in part two of the method to go even further with technique. Billè stated that “not
everyone can become a Concert-player. Without natural gifts, all is in vain. He only
succeeds, who is born with these rare virtues.” His opinion was that becoming a soloist is
not just something someone can work towards, but it has to be of one’s nature, innate. He
gives advice that ranges from managing emotions to the choice of the instrument.
The player who presents himself before public criticism, as a Concertplayer, must, with calm and serenity, overcome the irresistible phantom
of fear. If he succeeds, all right; otherwise, it will be better for him to
avoid play alone, his efforts could hardly be crowned with a flattering
success. 17
For Concert playing it is well to be provided with a good authentic
Double-Bass, suited to the stature of the player so that he can play on
the harmonics given by the second half of the strings, without effort or
fatigue. The Double-Bass must be mounted with first-class strings and
thinner than the usual ones.18
In this part, Billè also specifies how the Concert Double-Bass should be tuned.

The tuning for Concert Double Bass.
Isaia Billè. Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso, Vol. VI. (Milano: Ricordi, 1922), III.
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Ibid., III.
Ibid., II.
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According to him, this method of tuning the instrument one tone above the normal
was first adopted by Bottesini. It means that the real sound of the notes when using solo
strings is actually one tone above what is written. Therefore, the suono reale notation as
stated before not only represents the octave in where the sound is produced, but it also
differs from this particular way to tune the strings. As specified by Billè in his works
dedicated to the concert player, the actual sound produced will be a step higher from the
traditional orchestral tuning, E A D G. He states that this is an excellent method of tuning
for the clarity of the notes and sound projection.
Excellent, because the instrument being tuned one tone above the
normal, it acquires greater sonority and the resulting voice is far clearer
and more harmonious. If it were not so, the strings, - as thin as they are
– would give dull and unpleasant sounds. This method of tuning is now
generally adopted; and yet I wish it may be abandoned for the
instruments with right and perfect strings, gives the same result with
the natural tuning and would not give to the ear the inconvenience of
the shifting of tone for the higher tuning; in reality, while performing a
G, for instance, one, hears and A, and so on. 19
Indeed, although Billè appreciated the brilliance of the sound in this type of
tuning, he stated still that the idea of reading one note and sounding one tone above,
which may be difficult for the ear, could be replaced in the future by a better quality of
strings, where one could achieve this same brilliance without having to tune a whole step
up.
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Part III – Pieces with Piano Accompaniment and the 24 Caprices.
Billè has a vast catalog of compositions which are archived at the Pergolesi
Conservatory in his hometown, Fermo. Unfortunately, many of his compositions are
unpublished. The following works have been published:
Table 3.
List of some of Billè’s compositions.
WORK

PUBLISHER

Adagio e tarantella: per contrabbasso Umberto Pizzi from
e pianoforte
Bologna

YEAR OF
PUBLICATION
1927

Canzonetta per contrabbasso e
pianoforte

Umberto Pizzi from
Bologna

1932

Berceuse (ninna nanna): per
contrabbasso e pianoforte

Umberto Pizzi from
Bologna

1927

Aria antica : per contrabbasso e
pianoforte

Umberto Pizzi from
Bologna

1927

Sonata in re: (stile antico), per
contrabbasso e pianoforte

Milano : G. Ricordi

1934

Fantasia caratteristica; in tre tempi,
per contrabasso.

Wien, Phöbus-Verlag

1933

Improvviso e allegro spigliatto

Wien : Doblinger

1971

Concerto in sol per contrabaso e
pianoforte

Milano: G Ricordi

1934
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CHAPTER IV – THE 24 STUDIES-CAPRICES FOR DOUBLE BASS
Billè composed the 24 studies-caprices in 1919, as shown on the bottom of the
manuscript’s front page:

1919

Figure 4.

The front page of the manuscript of Billè’s 24 Caprices.

The manuscript of Isaia Billè’s 24 Caprices for Double Bass can be found in the library of the Conservatorio Statale di Musica “G. B.
Pergolesi” in Fermo, Italy, where almost all manuscripts and original materials written by Billè are kept.

They were later published by Ricordi in 1921, a year before the publication of his
method. Although the caprices were published before the method, the method manuscript
is dated before the caprices. The caprices manuscripts are dated 1919 and the method
dated 1915. As discussed before, fragments of some caprices are found in his method to
demonstrate techniques being taught, which might be proof that Billè was already
working on the caprices while writing the method years earlier.
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Figure 5.

The front page of Billè’s Nuovo Metodo per Contrabasso manuscript.

Copy found in Vitto Liuzzi website20

There are uncertainties as to whether this is an accurate manuscript of Billè’s
method. The calligraphy of Billè seems different from other works, and different also the
front page of the caprices in the previous figure. Nevertheless, the indication of Part I on
the first page of the method’s manuscript and Part III on the front page of the caprices’
manuscript clearly indicate that they were related to each other.
The notation for double bass: orchestra and concert notations
Much of the old repertoire for double bass written by Italian composers was
written in suono reale notation, a trend that changed over time. Information regarding the
transition from the notation of suono reale to octave transposition is almost unavailable.
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Manuscript found in the website of the Italian double bass player Vito Liuzzi, accessed January
20, 2016, https://www.vitoliuzzi.com/miscellaneous-part-3-bill%C3%A8-s-manuscript-1915-the-misteryand-more/. In the website, Liuzzi casts doubt as to whether the manuscript is the original one or a copy of
it. A further research would be required to investigate the authenticity of this manuscript.
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There is almost nothing written as to when and why this kind of notation has changed.
What is known, by comparing editions and pieces, is that while in other countries outside
of Italy the repertoire had already been written in octave transposition, some Italian
composers were still writing in exact pitch notation in their works for double bass.
The practice of writing for double bass using suono reale notation is seen in some
of the solo works by one of the greatest Italian double bass players, Giovani Bottesini, for
example. Bottesini’s method for double bass and some of his solo works were written in
suono reale notation. Another example of real effect notation is the Homenaje à Bottesini
by Pedro Valls, which is written in Bottesini’s writing style. George Amorin states in his
dissertation that “Homenaje is written in the sounding pitch (suono reale), forcing the
performer to ‘transpose’ it up one octave, which can be misleading and confusing to the
modern performer.”21 Indeed, to be able to read the old notation, the double bassist
should be familiar with the use of many ledger lines below the staff when playing in bass
clef, which could be avoided by placing notes an octave higher and using different clefs,
thus having most of the notes written on the staff lines.
Although some works by Isaia Billè are in suono reale notation, many of his
books, including his method, are written in contemporary notation. The 24 Studi-Capricci
was written in old notation and in the same way, was published by Ricordi in 1921.
Although Ricordi reprinted the work many times22, they never presented a new version of
the caprices using contemporary notation, and that is why those etudes fell into oblivion
over the years.

George Amorim, “An Analysis of Homenaje à Bottesini by Pedro Valls” (DMA diss.,
University of Texas: Austin, 2009), 33.
22
One edition published between 1921 and several reprints on 1955, 1971, 1980.
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It can be understood by the texts of Billè’s New Method for Double Bass that he
considered differences in the notation of orchestra and solo music. He states that the
notation for orchestra should be written based on octave transposition, as it is in the
contemporary notation, and the solo repertoire should be written in effetto reale notation.
The extension of the Double-Bass treated as a solo instrument being
very great, the notes will be written and read according to real effect,
using the three clefs already studied: Bass, Tenor, and Violin.23
The example below exemplifies Billè’s idea of different notation for each
performance role. It shows the notes in real pitch notation as they are written for solo
playing (concert) and its equivalent written in octave transposition for orchestral playing.

The range of the double bass for concert playing.
Isaia Billè. Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso. Vol. VI. (Milano: Ricordi, 1922), IV.

The indications “as it is read for concert: real effect” and “as it is read in orchestra
playing” in the example give us an idea of why some of Billè’s works are in actual pitch
notation and some are in the contemporary notation of octave transposition. Solo
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Isaia Billè, Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso. Parte II, Vol. VI (Ricordi: Milano, 1922), IV.
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repertoire written in the register of thumb position, second octave of open G string, would
use some ledger lines above the staff, and tenor and treble clefs. He preferred to write in
real effect to accommodate those notes in the bass clef and using fewer ledger lines above
the staff. It is clear that because of the range of registers used in solo repertoire, he would
prefer to write his solo works in the real effect. Regarding musical example 1, Billè states
in his method that “the extension of the Double-Bass, treated as a solo instrument being
very great, the notes will be written and read according to the real effect, using the three
clefs already studied: Bass, Tenor, and Violin.”24
On the other hand, this writing uses several ledger lines below the staff, when
writing for orchestral playing, which is not a conventional reading for the contemporary
bassists. Contemporary bassists are trained to read music, either orchestral or solo
repertoire, in the same way, that Billè specified as being the reading for the
orchestra/ensemble player. Bassists are familiar with ledger lines above the staff, but not
below it. Writing in the low register of the double bass, below E string, was more
common in the Romantic and twentieth-century eras in works by Beethoven and Strauss
when this writing mostly reached two ledger lines below the staff.
Also, the idea of having the double bass part transposed an octave higher for
orchestra training is probably because of the history of the double bass notation in the
orchestra. As known, early orchestral parts for double bass originally were the same as
the violoncello parts. Bass players had to always read the parts one octave higher of its
real pitch. Later, the parts for violoncello and bass were divided and present independent
lines, but the habit of writing for double bass in octave transposition remained for some
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composers. It is unknown when the solo repertoire for double bass began to be written an
octave higher, but currently, it is the common notation practice used by composers for
everything that is written for double bass. As a result of this change, contemporary
bassists are not trained to read in effetto reale, and because of that the repertoire not
transposed is not usually performed.
In the method, Billè also explains how the real effect of the notes in bass clef and
their corresponding in other is, as in the example below.
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The modern notation for double bass.
Isaia Billè. Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso. Vol. IV. (Milano: Ricordi, 1922), 3.

This example shows equivalent notes in three different clefs based in octave
transposition. According to Billè, understanding this notation was important for the
perfecting of the orchestral player, who would have to deal with not only the octave
transposition but also what he calls “Tenor and Violin” clefs. Interestingly, what he
called orchestral notation is what we now call standard notation.
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Specific Techniques Applied and Goals for Each Caprice
The study-caprices are designed to develop a variety of techniques and develop
musical skills related to phrasing and interpretation. The definition for capriccio given by
the Oxford Music Online states that it “means ‘according to the fancy (caprice) of the
performer’, hence a composition which has unexpected and original effects.”25 In fact,
Billè’s caprices follow those descriptions, but also are designed to develop a variety of
techniques, and that is perhaps why he added the word “study”, referring to it as studiescaprices for this collection of pieces. Perhaps he was alluding that they can be played as a
study for pedagogical means, or can be performed as a concert piece.
Billè’s Caprices are indeed a valuable set of studies written to develop specific
aspects of the art of the double bass as a solo instrument. Each one of the caprices has a
specific technique that Billè uses to solve common problems on the performance. The
following table shows the specific technique aspects in which each one of the 24 caprices
is developed according to my point of view.
Table 4.
Techniques applied to each caprice.
CAPRICES
1.

TECHNIQUE DIFFICULTIES
Detaché stroke, intonation, scales, string crossing, and agility of left hand

2.

Repetitive rhythm pattern, coordination of bow strokes, large leaps, and string
crossing

3.

Detaché, fingering organization, two octaves leaps, melodic sequences,
articulation in rhythm variation, and harmonics

4.

Arpeggios, large leaps, and harmonics
25

"Capriccio." The Oxford Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed. rev. Oxford Music Online. Oxford
University Press, accessed February 3, 2015,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.lynx.lib.usm.edu/subscriber/article/opr/t237/e1817.
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5.

Fast bow stroke in a rhythm pattern, and fingering organization

6.

Legato and string crossing resulting a melody over a pedal note

7.

Double stops, appoggiaturas, legato, and harmonics

8.

Quintuplets, articulation in rhythm variations, legato, and fingering
organization

9.

Legato, fingering substitution, articulation in rhythm variation, and shifting in a
fast tempo

10.

Fast arpeggios in triplets, intonation, and articulation in rhythm variations

11.

Arpeggiated chords, regular arpeggios, articulation (short, legato, and hooked
bow stroke), virtuosic passages, trills and resolutions, sextuplets, fingering
organization, and the agility of the left hand

12.

String crossing, articulation in rhythm variations, timbre (open and close notes),
and legato-short pattern

13.

Double stops, artificial harmonics, left hand pizzicato, chromaticism, string
crossing, glissando, trills, articulation (retake, balzato, legato, and tenuto bow
stroke), timbre (mute and ponticello), virtuosic section

14.

Fingering exercises – drills, chromaticism, double stops, articulation (shortlegato), and string crossing

15.

Arpeggios, trills, and chromaticism

16.

Articulation (short-legato), and fingering organization

17.

Agility of the left hand, triplets, fingering organization, articulation (shortlegato), and chromaticism

18.

Appoggiaturas, large leaps, string crossing, fingering organization, cadenza,
legato, and arpeggios

19.

Arpeggios, string crossing, articulation (short-legato and legato-short)

20.

Appoggiaturas, arpeggios, large leaps, double stops, harmonics, articulation
(short-legato), string crossing, ornamentation, chromaticism, and arpeggiated
chords
28

21.

Slurs, chromaticism, double stops, arpeggios, and cadenza

22.

Slurs, fingering organization in hard tonalities, articulation in rhythm
variations, and enharmonic notes

23.

Appoggiaturas, arpeggios, up-bow staccato, hooked bowing, string crossing,
and trills

24.

Fine tone, phrasing, dynamics, timbre, harmonics, arpeggios, finger
substitution, double stops, and chromaticism

Billè’s caprices are considered a highly virtuosic set of pieces. Each caprice is not
only carefully crafted to address specific technique difficulties, but also to present a
noteworthy musical content. In general, Billè’s compositions bring the double bass to a
higher level as a musical instrument. They take the role of the double bass away from
mere accompaniment and bring it to the level of soloist. He attributes the double bass to a
new character and virtuosity that has been always linked with other solo bowed string
instruments, such as the violin. In the case of the caprices, he challenges the performer by
using common technique problems that get in the way of the musicality and
expressiveness of the instrument. Attempting to solve those problems would improve the
performer’s ability and help to elevate him to a solo performer level, comparable to any
other string soloist. It is clear that this was Billè’s main goal in writing these caprices.
Because of their richness, an analysis of all the 24 caprices would be unreasonable
for the extension of this dissertation. In order to illustrate features of the whole work, four
main caprices were chosen to be discussed in this research: caprices number 1, 3, 11 and
20. The analysis will discuss techniques used in the caprices and the edition remarks used
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to transcribe them to modern notation in order to make the musical text easier to read as
well as necessary corrections of notes and accidentals.
The chosen caprices were the ones that presented a divergence between the
published editions and the manuscript, making the process of re-editing an exhausting
task of choices. It has as the objective to respect the composer’s intentions, and also to
investigate the problems of wrong notes based on the sources found, harmony, sequences,
etc. Not only that, but the choices made were also based on the idiomatic language of the
double bass. For example, when choosing between clefs, the editor, as a performer, based
the choices on what looks more natural and idiomatic to a double bass performer
regarding the reading of those notes. Moreover, notes that seemed too far removed from
harmony were investigated among the different sources and the choice was always made
based on what sounds most to the harmonic aspects, what sounds natural based on
fingering to the instrument, and a careful research of what the composer really intended.
Importance of Billè’s Caprices
As discussed before, the 24 Caprices by Billè are probably a continuation of his
large method. They are written in real effect notation and their purpose is to develop
aspects relating to the study of the double bass as a solo instrument, with the intention of
polishing the skills of the concert player discussed in volumes V to VII of the method.
Billè even adds parts of his caprices to target specific techniques in his method, as seen in
the following example.
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Excerpt of Caprice No. 13 by Isaia Billè26.
The example above is presented in volume VI of the method and is an excerpt of
Caprice No. 13. It demonstrates that while writing the last volumes of the method Billè
had already included several caprices to apply everything developed through the method.
Interestingly, he does not state the number of the caprice in the method, only stating that
“thus in a caprice of mine.”
Billè’s caprices are a set of etudes that stand out among other sets of etudes for
double bass for their virtuosic approach and musicality. Comparable to this are etudecaprices written by Edouard Nanny (1872-1942), such as “Three Caprices for Double
Bass”, and “Dix Étude Caprices”. Also, the “30 Etudes-Caprices for Double Bass” by
František Černý (1861-1940), and many other sets by Annibale Mengoli (1851-1895),
Italo Caimmi (1889-1918), among others.
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Isaia Billè, Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso. Part II, Corso Teorico-Pratico, VI (Milano:
Ricordi, 1922), 43.
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Nonetheless, why do Billè’s caprices stand out from other sets of studies? The
techniques are common with many other sets of etudes, but these caprices are far more
complete. Billè makes more use of the left hand, pizzicato, artificial harmonics, virtuosic
gestures, bariolages, etc., progressing also in musicality and virtuosity. They are designed
to apply everything learned from Billè’s method and are considered the final goal of
Billè’s pedagogical sequence to the perfecting of the double bass soloist. Although other
composers who wrote similar works (caprices, etudes, concert-etudes) for double bass
have also written methods, as for example Nanny, their caprices are not designed to
comprise all aspects of the methods and are not equally challenging.
For example, Nanny’s caprices are designed in a much simpler form than Billè’s
caprices. The composition is less advanced both harmonically and structurally than
Billè’s. If we compare his “Dix Caprices” with Billè’s caprices, we can notice that Billè’s
work is richer in form, motives, musicality, virtuosity, and harmony. Nanny’s caprices
follow the same pattern with a first part which includes a moderate tempo (Moderato,
Andantino), and a second part in a faster tempo (Allegro, Allegretto). Basically, all
caprices follow this form, and most of them work with double stops in the first part and
scales and arpeggiation in the second part. This is much different from Billè’s caprices.
Although some of Billè’s caprices have repeated patterns which are mostly scales and
arpeggiation in different keys, the majority of them are well provided with form, themes,
musicality, and the employment of various techniques.
As an example, one of the most complex caprices by Nanny is his Caprice No. 8,
which is divided into part A and B. The A part presents double stops, where the bottom
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notes are mostly on open strings and slow harmonic rhythm, and a few running scales, as
seen in the excerpt below.

Edouard Nanny’s Caprice No. 8, mm. 1-20.27
The B part of this caprice is an Allegro, which starts with a simple tune and
results in a repetition of sixteen notes that vary diatonically employing scales and
arpeggios, as seen in the excerpt below.

Edouard Nanny’s Caprice No. 8, mm. 45-60.
From his book “Dix Etude-Caprices”.

27

Edouard Nanny, 10 Etudes Caprices for Double Bass (Paris: Alphonse Leduc, 1946).
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This is a simple design for a caprice, and its simple structure is repeated in all ten
caprices of Nanny’s set. By contrast, if we compare one of Billè’s caprices that presents
the same features of a first part with double stops, as for example Caprice No. 7; Billè’s
caprice is much richer in many aspects. For example, the form is more complex (A-B-C
or development-B-A), and the variety of themes and harmony go further than Nanny
does. Billè’s composition is more adventurous and more complex. Part A of Caprice No.
7 by Billè starts with double stops in a rich counterpoint as seen in the following
example:

Billè’s Caprice No. 7, mm. 1-32.
The caprice begins with double stops in an ornamented melody. The only
resemblance to Nanny’s caprice is that in the beginning of Caprice No.7 the top notes of
the double stop are more active than the bottom notes. Later at measure 17, the two
voices resulting from the double stops are played at the same speed. Now each voice
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sounds with the same importance. Then, the second part of this caprice changes to a
waltz, as illustrated in this example.

Billè’s Caprice No. 7, mm. 33-64.
In part B, Billè still applies the technique of double stops, but he goes even further
by adding octave jumps. Then, he presents C part, where he explores appoggiaturas in a
ternary meter, as seen in the excerpt below. This slower section can be compared to a
Trio from minuet and trio form. This caprice does not contain any repetition mark, but all
musical phrases are presented twice as each part of a minuet and trio are performed. The
only exception to this form is the resurgence of previous themes in a different order
instead, ending with B and A themes at the end.

Billè’s Caprice No. 7, mm. 97-106.
In addition, when the appoggiatura section ends, another theme is presented as
part C, which for its short character can be considered a transition to the restatement of
part B, and then going back to A.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 7, mm. 137-166.
After this transition, B and A are presented again.

Billè’s Caprice No. 7, mm. 177-198.
In the above example is the restatement of part B, which is followed by an end
with the A theme, as seen below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 7, mm. 209-228.
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This is only a simple comparison between Nanny’s caprices and Billè’s caprices
to illustrate how Billè’s work is much more complex and elaborated. While Nanny keeps
the same form in almost all his set of caprices, Billè not only presents more complex
forms, but each caprice is unique in form and many other aspects.
Editing Remarks and Procedures
By comparing the manuscript with the only edition of the caprices by Ricordi
from 1921, many discrepancies can be found such as different passages, incomplete
sequences, and note alterations. Although Ricordi28 reprinted the work several times, no
corrections were ever made to the edition of 1921, and it is currently out-of-print.
While researching in the library of the Conservatory Pergolesi, in Fermo, Italy,
the librarian, Mr. Mauro Amato29 kindly allowed us to have a copy of the whole
manuscript for my research and a copy of the first edition by Ricordi with, according to
him, corrections made by Billè’s himself over the printed edition. Although some doubts
can be raised as to the authenticity of the corrections made to the first edition, we can
notice that in the case of Caprice no. 1, the corrections were incorporated in a later

28

Ricordi Milano catalog is currently distributed by Hal Leonard MGB.
Mauro Amato is the librarian of the Conservatoire Pergolesi in Fermo, Italy. He has “a degree
in the Arts, Music and Performance from Bologna University; he has obtained a research doctorate in
Musical Philology from Pavia University and won a competition to become Librarian of the Schools of
Music in 1992. He has worked as a librarian at the Schools of Music of Palermo and La Spezia. He has
been running the library of the School of Music of Fermo since 1999. From 2001 to 2010 he was seconded
by the MEUR to the library of the San Pietro di Majella School of Music in Napoli as Scientific Manager
of a project aimed at re-ordering, re-qualifying, computer cataloguing and digitizing the historic
Parthenopean library. Under this scope, he was appointed SBN (Italian national library service) manager of
the School of Music of Naples and Scientific Manager of various digitizing projects. He is a member of the
music study group coordinated by the ICCU (central institute for a single catalogue) which is responsible
for monitoring problems, activities, legislation etc. concerning musical matters and, in particular, music in
the national library service (SBN). He holds regular music cataloguing courses for the IAML (International
Association of Music Library). He has published studies of musical bibliography and essays on musicalhistoriographic matters in important musicology journals,” accessed September 21, 2015,
http://www.conservatorio.net/cms/docente.php?id=129835179960229.
29
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version of this caprice arranged by Billè and published by Ricordi in 1938 for double
bass with piano accompaniment. This fact itself is important evidence to support the
authenticity of those corrections, therefore I will be using them as one of the primary
sources for the editions.
The procedures adopted in the revised edition will vary according to each case. In
the first place, they try to be an accurate version of the composer’s wish. The corrections
made will be based on (a) the manuscript, (b) Ricordi edition reprinted in 1980, (c) the
handmade corrections by Billè on the first edition, and (d) Billè’s Caprice No. 3 edited by
Francesco Petracchi. When problems of wrong notes are found, they will be analyzed
based on the sources, the harmony, and the repetition of melodic lines. By doing so, I
hope to present an improved version of the selected caprices chosen for this research and
create an edition that can be easily read by contemporary musicians.
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CHAPTER V – FOUR CAPRICES REEDITED
Caprice No. 1
Billè describes Caprice No. 1 as “quasi ‘Perpetuum mobile.’” The words
“Perpetuum mobile” are from the Latin and mean what is commonly called moto
perpetuo, “a title sometimes given to a piece in which rapid figuration is consistently
maintained”30 and is “based on rapid, repetitive, note patterns.”31 Billè also added to this
expression the word “quasi”, which means “in the manner of,” probably indicating that it
should be played nearly to a Perpetuum mobile tempo, but allowing the performer to take
certain liberties to vary the tempo in order to play difficult passages, jumps, or end of
phrases.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 1-24.

30

Michael Tilmouth, Moto Perpetuo." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford
University Press, accessed September 21, 2015,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.lynx.lib.usm.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/19224.
31
"Perpetuum Mobile." The Oxford Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed. rev. Oxford Music
Online. Oxford University Press, accessed September 21, 2015,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.lynx.lib.usm.edu/subscriber/article/opr/t237/e7831.
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Compositions in moto perpetuo are famous for many instruments. They aim to
show off the abilities of the player in performing fast continuous lines with
extraordinarily skillful technique. One of the most famous examples is the “Motto
Perpetuo for violin, Op. 11, No. 6,” by Nicolò Paganini. Similar to Paganini, Billè’s
composition is based on a steady, continuous stream of notes that requires great ability by
the performer. However, Paganini’s work has an obbligato piano accompaniment as seen
in the following example.

Excerpt of Paganini’s Moto perpetuo Op. 11.32

32

Nicolò Paganini, Moto Perpetuo Op. 11, edited by Fritz Kreisler (New York: Schirmer, 1905).
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It is interesting to note that years after the publication of Billè’s 24 Caprices, he
also wrote a new version of Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 Quasi Perpetuum Mobile, mm. 24-41.
Billè’s version of the Caprice No. 1 with piano presents much more action in the
piano part than found in Paganini’s piece. Yet, we can easily notice the similarity of the
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nonstop sequence of sixteenth notes that characterizes both pieces as moto perpetuo.
However, while Paganini’s composition is originally written for violin and obbligato
piano accompaniment, Billè’s composition is first written for solo instrument and only
later with accompaniment. It cannot be confirmed that Billè was inspired by Paganini’s
composition when writing this specific caprice, but it is certainly possible that Billè had
in mind Paganini’s 24 Caprices for violin when he wrote the 24 Caprices for double bass.
Billè himself stated in the second part of his method that he considered the great virtuoso
Bottesini as the Paganini of the double bass:
… the last Book of the Method, (Pieces with piano accompaniment)
and the study of Capriccios. The greatest Concert-player of our time,
the Paganini of the Double-Bass, was the celebrated Bottesini. The
development of the Concerto is mostly due to him. It was he who, first,
one may say, rendered the rough tone of the Double-Bass enjoyable; in
his able hands, the instrument was transformed now into Violoncello,
again into a Viola or into a veritable Violin.33
Clearly, merely pointing to Bottesini as the Paganini of the double bass right after
mentioning the Caprices does not prove that Billè had in mind the idea of writing
caprices for double bass comparable to Paganini’s caprices. However, the number of
caprices and the nature of those works really resembles Paganini’s work. Both works
have the same virtuosic writing which sometimes seems impossible for the performer,
and each one of them works on different aspects of the instrument technique incorporated
into a piece of music and not just a mere exercise. Nevertheless, this is a hypothesis that
perhaps will never be answered and it is outside the scope of this research. In spite of
that, we can surely affirm that Billè’s work, not only Caprice No.1 but the whole set of

33
Isaia Billè, Nuovo Metodo per Contrabbasso. Part II, Corso Teorico-Pratico, VI (Milano:
Ricordi, 1922), 1.
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caprices, is comparable to Paganini’s work in the importance that each set had for their
instrument’s repertoire.
Billè’ Caprice No. 1 has two editions, the one from 1921 for the double bass as a
solo instrument, as part of the set of the 24 Caprices, and another from 1938, a version for
double bass and piano. In comparing both versions of this caprice by Ricordi and the
manuscript, many discrepancies can be found.
In order to present a new edition of this caprice and at the same time respect the
composer’s original intent, it is necessary to consider the following sources: (a) the
manuscript; (b) the edition of 1921 reprinted in 1980 by Ricordi; (c) the handmade
corrections made by Billè in the first edition of Ricordi’s 1921 version; (d) and the
version with piano accompaniment. On the bottom of the first page of Billè’s corrections
of the first printed edition, he states that some corrections were done for the version with
piano, as shown in the follow example:

Figure 6.

Bottom of the page of the Caprice No. 1 with Billè’s corrections.

Corrections over Ricordi’s 1921 edition.

In this example, we can see that Billè wrote Cosi rifetto con accompagmimento di
Pianoforte, which means “thus redone with accompaniment of piano,” stating that he
erased some notes and added new notes for the new version of the caprice, with the goal
of making a new edition to be performed by the double bass with piano accompaniment.
The first divergences found in this caprice are on measures 7 and 8. By comparing
all sources, it can be seen that they have different alterations in the B notes.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 1. Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 7-8.
Ricordi reprint of 1980.

The above example presents B natural in both measures. The same measures have
B flat instead of B natural in the manuscript.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, mm. 7-8.
The two B flats were probably added later to the manuscript, as a correction to the
natural sign. It can also be noticed that those modifications are evident in the corrections
made by Billè over the edition from 1921.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with the composer corrections, mm. 7-8.
Ricordi’s 1921 edition.

The edition of 1921 already had B natural, but the blue ink on the alterations
signifies that the flat sign was actually later added by Billè. Moreover, we can see that
those alterations were actually printed in the later version with piano.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 1 for double bass and piano, mm. 7-8.
Considering that three sources contain a B flat and only the first edition by
Ricordi presents B natural, we will choose for this measure the B flat, which seems to
represent the composer’s latest intention.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 7-8.
Notice that in the edited version, the notes are already transposed an octave
higher, which is the common contemporary double bass notation. Notes do not have
accidental flats marked within the measure because they are already stated in the key
signature.
Additionally, if we observe measures 21 to 39 of the manuscript, several notes are
different from the Ricordi edition. The notes are indicated with arrows in both examples:
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Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, mm. 21-39.
It is possible that some sharps and flats were later notated on the manuscript, due
to the fact that they do not really fit between the notes. In the above example, it can also
be seen that Billè wrote some accidentals underneath the notes because they do not line
up with the respective notes. Furthermore, if we compare the example above of the
manuscript with the Ricordi printed edition, we can see that the marked notes do not have
the same alterations.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1. Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 25-36.
Ricordi reprint of 1980.

However, the same alterations notated in the manuscript are present in the
handmade corrections in the first printed edition. The score was examined using a
magnifying glass, considering Billè’s handmade corrections note by note.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with the composer corrections, mm. 25-36.
Ricordi edition of 1921.

Billè, in fact, uses those corrections in the later version for double bass and piano
from 1938.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment, mm. 21-41.
Published in 1938 by Ricordi.

By analyzing and performing this excerpt, it was concluded that the alterations
added by Billè to the manuscript, the handmade correction over the first edition, and the
same caprice later published in the version with piano, present a better melodic line,
which sounds more natural and idiomatic than the version from 1921. Additionally,
having three sources with those alterations demonstrate that it was probably Billè’s
ultimate intention.
Taking all into consideration, the choices of notes used in the re-edition are the
follow.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 26-36.
Corrected notes.

By using those final notes, we can transpose everything an octave higher to fit it
into the modern notation of octave transposition, as seen below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 26-36.
Transposed an octave higher.

Still, transposing it an octave higher does not make it easier to read because of the
number of extra ledger lines from measures 31 to 33. In order to avoid the extra lines, the
bass clef is replaced by a treble clef for those measures. The idea is to make all notes fit
within the staff since bassists are more used to this type of writing employing the treble
clef, as seen on measures 31 to 33 of the example below.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 26-36.
Transposed an octave higher with added change of clef.

The use of the treble clef keeps the notes within the staff making it easier to read.
Another case of a discrepancy of notes among all sources is found in measure 44,
where some sources show the last note of the measure as D# and some as D natural. For
example, the manuscript below presents D#.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, m. 44.
Excerpt in bass clef.

However, the first printed edition does not have the D sharp written in the
manuscript.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1, Ricordi reprint of 1980, m. 44.
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The excerpt is in bass clef.

One could suppose that the sharp in the manuscript was later added. If we look at
the corrected part of the first edition, we can notice that it seems that some alteration was
added before the last note of the same measure. But it seems blurred or erased.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with the composer corrections, m. 44.
Ricordi edition of 1921. The excerpt is in bass clef.

Although it seems unclear in the example above, the accidental on the last note of
this measure is printed in the version with piano.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment, m. 44.
Published in 1938 by Ricordi. Excerpt in bass clef.

If we take into consideration the direction of the melodic line between notes B
and C in the middle of measure 44, the half-step towards the next E in measure 45 is
necessary for making the D# the leading note to E. We can assume that the D# is the best
choice for the new edition.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment, mm. 44-45.
Published in 1938 by Ricordi. Excerpt in bass clef.
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The choice for D# is even stronger when checked with the piano part. There, the
piano plays a B major chord with minor 9th and 7th. Therefore, the new edition of measure
44 with the D# is the follow.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, m. 44.
Not transposed.

In order to adjust to the modern notation for double bass, the notes were
transposed an octave higher as seen in the example below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, m. 44.
Transposed an octave higher.

As the octave transposition presents excessive ledger lines, the most convenient
option to solve this problem is to use treble clef instead of bass clef, as seen in the final
edition of this measure below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, m. 44.
Transposed an octave higher with change of clef.
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As seen in the examples above, the steps for the re-edition will be the same for
other caprices. Steps such as the octave transposition and adjustment of clef will be
common among all caprices.
Continuing the analysis, a few measures after the measure discussed previously, a
sequence of arpeggiated chords presents many different notes when comparing all
sources. Not only are the notes different, but some sources also present additional
measures in the continuation of the chordal sequence. In the example below, we can see
how the sequence is notated in the manuscript.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, mm. 46-59.
Excerpt in bass clef.

All alterations of notes notated from measures 46 to 53 in the manuscript are not
present in the first edition, except for E natural on measure 47 and B flat on measure 49.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 43-54.
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By looking at the correction in the first edition, we notice that Billè erased notes
and added a continuation for this sequence.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with the composer corrections, mm. 43-61.
Ricordi edition of 1921.

In order to add the final measures of the sequence, Billè erased measures 54 to 60
on the correction. Measures 54 to 60 are as follows in the 1921 edition:

Billè’s Caprice No. 1, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 54-60.
The excerpt starts in bass clef.

The above measures are completely absent in the original manuscript. It seems
that Billè erased them and added the new notes for the version with piano. Additionally,
the writing in the manuscript is very difficult to decode, as seen in the example below.
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Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, mm. 53-59.
By looking closer at the notes on the manuscript, we can notice that they match
with the corrections made in the first edition. Only measure 49 in the corrected version
does not appear in the manuscript. Moreover, we can see in the above example that Billè
also wrote Cosi rifetto con accompagmimento di Pianoforte, which means, “thus redone
with accompaniment of piano,” as described before. It confirms that the version with
piano accompaniment contains the latest ideas of Billè in such a way that it was modified
in both the manuscript and the correction of the first edition. Moreover, it was printed in
the 1938 version with piano, as seen in the example below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment, mm. 47-61.
Considering the lack of clarity in the manuscript, the blurred corrections in the
first edition, and the fact that it seems that those corrections are in the last version with
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piano, it can be assumed that the piano version of those measures is the most accurate.
The final sequence is represented below in a clearer notation.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 47-59.
Not transposed.

The choice of using the whole sequence of the piano version is not only based on
the clearest source but also because the harmonic sequence seems to progress more
naturally to the next section. The chords in the chosen sequence change every measure
showing two ascending chromatic lines that alternate between the upper note and the
lower note. By the end of the sequence, the chords change every beat until the next
section. In the example below, we can see the melodic ascending line of G-G#-A-Bb-BC-D-E in the upper notes, and the ascending line of C-C#-D-D#-E-F-F#-G-G#-A-B in the
bottom notes. Also, the harmonic sequence is C-C5+-Am-A-D-Bb-Bdim-B-Em-C-F-DG-E-Am-G.
The example below is the final version of this section with the octave
transposition already implemented.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 47-59.
The same kind of divergences can be found throughout the Caprice No. 1, and in
all of them, the same considerations for the note choices were made. Other examples are
found in measures 60 and 61.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 60-61.
The above example is from the edited version of measures 60 and 61, where the
notes were already transposed and the clef was adjusted. If we compare it with the
manuscript, we will notice that the manuscript contains two notes on the last twosixteenth notes at the end of measure 60.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, m. 60.
Excerpt in bass clef.
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As it is a little blurred, one cannot tell exactly how it is notated. But it can be
understood that instead of the sequence E-D#-E-F, the manuscript previously had the
sequence E-F-G-A.
Additionally, in measure 61, it appears that some notes were erased to add the
new sequence.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, m. 61.
Excerpt in bass clef.

It is unclear which notes were erased in this measure of the manuscript, but if we
look at the version with piano, these are the notes found in measures 60 and 61.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment, mm. 60-61
Excerpt in bass clef.

Because the above example presents a clearer and more consistent melodic line,
those were the notes used for the new edition of measures 60 and 61.
As seen below, in measures 85 to 88 from the piano accompaniment version
(1938), the C# diminished permeates each measure to a descending sequence including
the notes Bb-G-E-C# at the end. In each measure, the chord in beat one is repeated in
beat two.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment, mm. 85-88.
Specified measures are between brackets.

However, in measure 88, a different end of this passage is notated in all other
sources. The descending line of the sequence of Bb-G-E-C# notated twice in measure 88,
as seen in the example above, is replaced by G-E-C#-Bb at the last beat of 88, thus
ending the sequence differently in leading to the next sequence.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, mm. 85-88.
Specified measures are between brackets.

The same ending of the sequence can be seen in Ricordi’s version.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 85-88
Specified measures are between brackets.
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The note sequence on the second beat of measure 88 is more consistent with the
pattern that happens in the following measures, in which the four descending notes of the
second beat will always resolve in a half-step downwards motion to the next measure.
Among the technical difficulties found in this caprice, is the chromatic scale one
of them. Billè originally wrote a G chromatic scale descending to an interval of M14 and
jumping to the high G to restart the same scale. The shifting from Ab to a high G from
measures 105 to 106, over two octaves, is very challenging by itself and impossible to
play fast without taking some time for the shifting.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 103-114.
The same idea seems to be present in the manuscript, but we can notice some
corrections made over his previous intention as seen in the example below.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 1, mm. 103-113.
Excerpt in bass clef.
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The scratches made over some notes of the manuscript give the impression that
Billè later changed the melodic line at the end of each chromatic scale. A comparison of
the manuscript with the 1938 edition shows the scratched-out notes at the end of each
descending line passing by the major third before starting to descend again, as seen on the
last beat of measures 105 and 107 in the following example.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 with piano accompaniment, mm. 101-112
Excerpt in bass clef.

This version does not present the big leap from one chromatic scale to the other,
as seen in the previous example of the Ricordi’s edition. Because of that, it seems more
idiomatic for the instrument since it avoids a large jump. Additionally, as it is the latest
version written by the composer and the notes are similar to the corrections made over
the manuscript, it seems to be the most accurate version, so it will be the choice for the
edited version.
The re-edition of this section results in the following.

Billè’s Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 104-109.
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In addition to the octave transposition, the change of clef was made from measure
104 to 106. The melodic line of the bass part in the piano score was maintained since it is
present in more sources than the Ricordi’s edition of 1921.
The above examples demonstrate the thinking process of how the new edition will
be written. This same system of analyzing the sources to find what is the most accurate
musical content, transposing it an octave higher, and then correcting the clefs are the
steps that will be used in the process of re-editing all the caprices.
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Final edition of Caprice No. 1 by Samuel Dahmer.
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Caprice No. 3
Caprice No. 3 is basically a technical repetitive etude. It is written in triple meter
and features a rhythmic pattern of one-eighth note plus four sixteenth notes, which are
repeated from the beginning to the end. Billè combines the rhythmic pattern with melodic
sequences that vary throughout the caprice. He also works on the ability of the player in
performing wide leaps, as seen in the following example.

Billè’s Caprice No. 3, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 23-33.
The example above shows two melodic sequences. The first sequence starts on
measure 23 until the downbeat of measure 29. Then, on measure 29, a new sequence in
arpeggiation appears until measure 32. This change of melodic sequences occurs
throughout the entire caprice. Moreover, the large shiftings always happen between the
first eighth note and the following sixteenth note, so that the player has relatively little
time to jump to the next note.
Three sources were used for the re-edition of this caprice: (a) the manuscript, (b)
the edition of 1921 reprinted in 1980, and (c) the edited caprice found in Francesco
Petracchi’s “Simplified Higher Technique for Double Bass.”
The first divergence between sources in this caprice is at the bottom of the
manuscripts’ first page.
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Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 3, mm. 55-65.
Excerpt in bass clef.

In the example, we see that Billè erased the clef change in the first beat of
measures 59 to 65. It seems that he intended to use the treble clef in the first beat and the
bass clef in the sixteenth notes.

Billè’s Caprice No. 3, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 55-65.
Specified measures are between brackets.

The same idea is in the Ricordi edition. The only change of clef, both in the
manuscript and the Ricordi edition, is in measure 58. Therefore, it can be concluded that
this was the desired intention of the composer when writing in suono reale notation.
However, by making the octave transposition for the contemporary notation, the
change of clefs becomes necessary to facilitate the reading of the notes. To demonstrate
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how the change of clefs is indeed necessary, the same measures of Caprice No. 3 from
the method “Simplified Higher Technique for Double Bass” by Francesco Petrachi34 is
demonstrated below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 3 edited by Francesco Petracchi, mm. 52-66.
Specified measures are between brackets.

In the example, it can be seen that Petracchi not only transposed the notes one
octave higher but also made several clef changes, which were not specified by Billè. The
changes are necessary to avoid the ledge lines when changing clefs, and to make the
reading more natural to bassists. In the example, we can see that besides using the treble
and bass clef, in the transition to measure 59, Petracchi added the tenor clef until measure
64. Moreover, Petracchi adds fingering and bowing for the entire Caprice No. 3. There is
only one difference in the notes between Petracchi’s edition and the other sources. On
measure 52, Petracchi wrote a G# on the first note instead of the B. This is probably a
mistake since the manuscript clearly presents a B as seen in the example below.

34
Francesco Petracchi, Simplified Higher Technique for Double Bass (London: Yorke Edition,
2000), 30-31.
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Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 3, mm. 52-54.
Excerpt in bass clef.

The manuscript clearly shows B as the first note of measure 52, and the same note
is in the Ricordi’s 1921 edition. Therefore, the B note will be maintained in the new
edition presented here.
In the example below is the final re-edition of the excerpt presented in the two
previous examples.

Billè’s Caprice No. 3, edition by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 52-66.
Notice that although it was transposed one octave higher as Petracchi did, the
choices of clef were different. While Petracchi included the tenor clef in his edition, I
opted to not include it in the new edition. This preference enables quick switches between
bass and treble clefs. Switching to more familiar clef would be more appropriate.
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Interestingly, the shift between treble clef for the downbeat note and the bass clef for the
sixteenth notes seems to be Billè’s first intention as seen in the following excerpt.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 3, mm. 61-65.
Excerpt in bass clef.

The manuscript clearly shows that he first wrote the change between the two clefs
and then erased the change. Perhaps, when writing in suono reale, Billè came to the
conclusion that the change of clefs was not really necessary. But in this new edition in
octave transposition, Billè’s first idea makes much more sense.
The process of re-editing the presented examples of Caprice No. 3 was basically
the same used throughout the whole caprice. As this caprice works more as a study, with
repeated rhythm patterns and melodic sequences, the choices made on the presented
excerpt were applied along all the re-edition.
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Final edition of Caprice No. 3 by Samuel Dahmer
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Caprice No. 11
Caprice No.11 is one of the most virtuosic of Billè’s 24 Caprices. In the form A B
A, it presents two very distinctive sections, each one implementing different aspects of
the double bass technique. Part A presents melodic lines intercalated by rapid arpeggios
which are sometimes slurred and sometimes separated by staccato. Billè states at the
beginning that this caprice should be played “con bravura,” which means boldly. Indeed,
this first part, which is almost completely repeated again at the end, demands of the
player a level of boldness to perform such rapid arpeggios, which are sometimes in
regular 32th-notes and others in sextuplets. Part B of the caprice is mainly based on the
technique of trills and its resolutions.
For the re-edition of this caprice, three sources were used: (a) the manuscript, (b)
the edition of 1921 by Ricordi reprinted in 1980, and (c) the copy of corrections made by
Billè on the first printed edition of 1921, which is held at the Conservatoire Pergolesi in
Fermo, Italy. Some variances between the sources will be explained below.
By looking at an excerpt of the manuscript, we can notice that Billè modified
parts of Caprice 11 by replacing some notes and erasing others. This type of alteration
happens throughout the entire caprice.
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Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 11, mm. 18-29.
Excerpt in bass clef with changes to treble clef along the way.

We can also notice that in measure 20, Billè presents some optional notes with the
notation “opp.”, which means “or else,” or “optional,”35 in Italian. Those optional notes
are only notated on the manuscript and not on the other two sources. The other two
sources selected only the bottom note of the optional execution of measure 20. Below is
measure 20 alone.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 11, m. 20.
Excerpt in treble clef.

35

“opp.” Abbreviation to the Italian word “Oppure.”
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Additionally, the manuscript shows the word “pressato” above the first notes of
measure 20 while the Ricordi edition uses the word “spinto,” as seen in the example
below. It can also be seen in the example that the optional notes notated in the manuscript
are not present in this edition.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11, Ricordi reprint of 1980, m. 20.
Excerpt in treble clef.

The reason the word “pressato” was changed to “spinto” is unknown, but each
signifies different manner of executions. Pressato implies that the notes should be played
by pressing the string against the fingerboard, while spinto implies that notes should be
pushed sideways. According to the notes chosen in the above example, the spinto
indication refers to the way to execute that passage. All the notes in that register can be
played with natural harmonics, therefore, a technique of “push” the string has to be used
in order to make the harmonic notes sound more incisive.
Moreover, as seen in the musical example 63, the D# presented in the manuscript
is not notated in the Ricordi edition, as shown on musical example 64. By looking at only
the manuscript, it could appear that the low B notated at the beginning was actually the
optional note since the “opp” is closer to it than to the D#. Still, the B became the actual
note used in the Ricordi edition. Also, by comparing the beginning of the sextuplets, it
can be seen that the B note was notated an octave lower in the manuscript, as seen in
example 63, followed by a F# note. Again, another D# is notated in the beginning of the
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sextuplets, but it is omitted in the Ricordi edition, as seen in example 64. The same issue
between the two sources is also found in measure 24.
This issue alone raises the question if Ricordi had edited the caprice 11 in later
reprints. As stated before, the only edition made by Ricordi was in 1921, which was
followed by several reprints, but never an updated new edition. However, by looking at
the manuscript, the reprinted edition from 1980, and the pictures of the corrections by
Billè on the first printed edition of 1921 (which is in the Conservatoire Pergolesi in Italy)
it can be seen that the last one shows traces of corrections in the same measure discussed.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11, with the composer corrections, m. 20.
First printed edition of 1921 with handmade corrections by Billè.

The example above clearly shows that something else was written before and was
erased to make room for the first four notes of this measure. By comparing the two
examples (64 and 65), we can notice that the beam of the first B is a little higher than the
second B. Also, the beaming of the sextuplets seems to be exactly parallel to the staff
lines, while in the previous example (64) it seems that it is a descending line. Based on
these details, it is clear that the 1921 print originally presented the notes as they are in the
manuscript and were later corrected by Billè. Yet, it remains unclear how Ricordi came to
this conclusion for measure 20 in later reprints. Those discrepancies between the two
sources that are supposed to be the same edition raise the question of whether there was a
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newer edition among the several reprints made by Ricordi or not. If so, why was only this
caprice edited?
Furthermore, there are other places where the differences between the edition of
1921 and its reprint can be perceived. Although the source was reprinted many times, but
arguably never altered, we can notice some other differences in the notation between the
first printed edition of 1921 and its reprint in 1980, for example.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11, with the composer corrections, m. 19.
First printed edition of 1921 with handmade corrections by Billè.

In the above example, Billè erased notes and added a pause in the first edition. It
seems like there were two sextuplets and in place of the second sextuplet, Billè erased the
extra notes and wrote a number four over it to indicate that it is not a sextuplet anymore.
The little part of the two stems of the erased notes can be seen over the beam of the
second sextuplet.
Consequently, as we can see in the example below from the reprinted edition of
1980, the corrections done by Billè were indeed incorporated into this edition. The stems
of the notes that were erased in the previous example do not appear in this example.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 11, Ricordi reprint of 1980, m. 19.
It seems clear that the first printed edition had differences from the following
reprints. However, according to Ricordi, there was never a re-edited version of this work,
only reprints, and there is no information about who edited the work with Billè’s
corrections for later reprints. 36 Unfortunately, for the purpose of this research, the printed
edition from 1921 cannot be found in libraries, making impossible to ascertain if there
were indeed differences between the first edition and the many reprints. 37 All the sources
found are reprints of the 1921 edition, and not the first printed edition itself. The only
source found was the one in the Conservatoire Pergolesi, which was kindly shown by the
librarian for this research, and pictures were taken only on the pages where there were
corrections.
Despite my suspicion that Ricordi’s later reprints might be different from the first
one printed, my edition retains the corrections made by Billè on the manuscript and his
handmade corrections over the first print of 1921. In fact, the corrections are indeed
notated in later Ricordi reprints of this specific caprice. Although there is uncertainty
whether Ricordi ever edited the first printed edition, I assume that the later Ricordi
reprints represent the final intention of the composer.

36

An email response from the Licensing / Editorial Support from Hal Leonard stating that there
are no other re-editions of the Caprices since 1921 is in the appendix of this dissertation.
37
World Cat shows that the edition of 1921 is available, but after checking all their sources it was
concluded that they do not have any printed edition of 1921, only reprints.
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Billè’s corrections on the 1921 edition show that he changed the last notes in most
of the ascending arpeggios in sextuplets. The stems left from the erased notes suggest that
this edition was indeed later changed.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11 with composer’s corrections, mm. 18-29.
If we compare this excerpt with one of the reprints by Ricordi, we can see that the
stems at the end of the arpeggios do not appear anymore, as seen in this example from the
reprinted version of 1980.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 11, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 18-29.
The notes in the above example are the same as the corrections, and the stems that
were after the sextuplets are not in this reprint. The version from 1980 seems more
accurate because they incorporate the corrections seen in example 68.
Furthermore, another disparity between sources lies at the end of the caprice. The
corrected version shows that Billè totally re-wrote a whole measure at the end.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11 with composer corrections, mm. 160-162.
Ricordi edition of 1921 with Billè’s handmade corrections.

In the above example, it can be seen that many notes were scratched out in the
original edition. The marks show that a square of paper or tape was glued over the
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measure, probably to cover what he previously wrote. Additionally, in the manuscript,
there are alternative notes for the first two beats of measure 160, which suggests it was
probably what was scratched out in the previous example.

Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 11, m. 160.
All the corrections shown in example 71 are in the reprints of the caprices, once
more confirming the idea that the reprints were edited.
The example below shows that the corrections were incorporated into the edition
reprints.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 160-162.
An excerpt of part A of Caprice No.11 will exemplify the changes made. The
same material is repeated in the third section (A’) of this caprice. First, the entire caprice
was transposed one octave higher, as shown in the excerpt below.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 11 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 4-11.
The excerpt was only transposed an octave higher from its original.

Next, as the notes transposed one octave higher use so many ledger lines, it is
necessary to make an adjustment of clefs by adding the treble clef to the high notes. Here
is an excerpt of the first part transposed where the clefs were already adjusted to fit the
notes within the staff.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 4-11.
By looking at those measures in the new edition, it can be seen that many clefs
were changed after the octave transposition and all the notes as well while the rhythm
remained the same. By editing this excerpt, many other options of clef placement can be
done, but the intention is to keep the notes within the staff, thus providing a more friendly
version to read. Another option would be to keep the 32nd note arpeggios in the same
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clef, so there is no break with clefs in such a fast passage. The excerpt below exemplifies
that.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 4-11.
Option 2.

Notice that the 32nd note arpeggios are kept in bass clef, instead of a break with
treble clef, as demonstrated in the previous example. Although this looks less
complicated, the notes above the staff are still difficult to read and the performer would
have to memorize it in order to remember what notes are. Based on that, the break with
treble clef is still the best choice and will be used in the final edition.
The second part of the caprice, part B, is entirely in bass clef, except for the first
note, as shown in the example below.

Musical Example 78. Billè’s Caprice No. 11, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 34-41.
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The same excerpt, when transposed one octave higher, requires only one change
from bass to treble clef. No other clef adjustments were necessary.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 34-46.
Subsequently, the same process was applied to the entire part B of the caprice.
Not many significant alterations had to be done. There were only a few sections in part B
that required an adjustment of clef, for example, in the measures below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 11 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 77-81.
Even though the clef changes occur several times in a row, the final result is still
more approachable to read.
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Final edition of Caprice No. 11 by Samuel Dahmer.
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Caprice No. 20
Caprice 20 is considered not only a study exercise but also a true piece of music
which not only challenges the performer in technical aspects but also in interpretation and
musicality. It is possible to say that this caprice can be challenging to the well-trained
modern virtuosi. It calls for consistent technique and virtuosity that only a few solo
players currently can achieve. This is a true caprice “a la Paganini.” Musicality,
virtuosity and the extremes of technique are gathered together in it, and that is why it was
one of the chosen caprices to exemplify this re-edition.
The caprice begins with a moderato movement, which features appoggiaturas and
double stops, using a short melodic motive in different octaves.

Billè’s Caprice No. 20, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 1-7.
Later Billè uses the melodic motive to contrast closed notes and harmonics. This
effect gives the idea of echo, which is enhanced by octave displacement.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 20, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 4-11.
Notice that on measure 9, for example, the same motive stated in treble clef is
repeated three octaves down in bass clef, requiring a large shifting across the fingerboard.
This first part of the re-edition did not present major issues. The next example
exemplifies the changes made in the first 15 measures of the caprice. The excerpt was
transposed to an octave higher and the clefs were adjusted, so the final edition of this
section is below.

Billè’s Caprice No. 20 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 1-15.
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The contrasting middle segment of the caprice features a section with 16th notes,
which presents big leaps, and also a melody line intercalated by an ostinato bass line with
open D.
Some problems were found in the transposition of this section. Below is an
example of it with just the octave transposition, without clef alterations.

Billè’s Caprice No. 20, transposed an octave higher, mm. 16-24.
As can be seen in the example above, when transposing this excerpt an octave
higher, many notes are placed above the staff making the reading very difficult. A
solution for that would be writing the higher notes in treble clef while the lower notes
remain in bass clef, but still, it would have many clef changes and it would not facilitate
reading. The best-found option for this section was to write everything in treble clef and
use the 8va signal in the lower notes, indicating that they should be played one octave
lower. Although it is not commonly used, the fact that the lower notes of this section are
only a repetition of the note D and the ascending neighbor tone, the 8va signal is not so
difficult to read since there are not many different notes to be played. Below is an
example of the edited section using the 8va down signal.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 20 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 16-24.
As can be seen in the example, the use of 8va signal facilitates the reading of the
lower notes, making it much easier to read than the previous example, and fitting all
notes within the staff.
The following parts of this caprice do not present major issues other than the ones
already indicated. The steps were the same as before. The only problem found was that
some sections that were originally written in treble clef exceeded the staff limit when
transposed an octave higher, as seen in the example.

Billè’s Caprice No. 20 by Samuel Dahmer, m 83.
Cadenza.

Many different alternatives for this excerpt were explored, including the use of an
8va signal to indicate that it should be played an octave higher if the specific passage
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were written down an octave. However, as it is not common for bassists to interpret it as
being an octave higher all the time (if it were, there would be no purpose in transposing
this entire work an octave higher), the decision was to keep it as it looks in the example
because there are no other alternative clefs above the treble clef. Besides, this is a pattern
that is repeated over and over, so it would not be so difficult to read in treble clef since it
is over harmonics.
The following part of this caprice repeats the beginning and adds material from
the middle section, such as the triplets employing slurred staccato. The final measures
conclude in the first theme as seen in the new edition.

Billè’s Caprice No. 20 by Samuel Dahmer, mm. 117-121.
Again, the extremely high notes in the treble clef could not be written in a better
way, so the use of the high notes in ledger lines was the only option as seen in the final
notes of this caprice. However, this particular part should not be a problem to read since
the performer will understand that those double stops are played in octaves.
On the example below, we can see the abbreviation of the word oppure in
handwriting in measure 41.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 20 with composer corrections, mm. 40-53.
Ricordi edition of 1921 with Billè’s handmade corrections.

The word is also notated in the same place in the manuscript.
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Manuscript of Billè’s Caprice No. 20, mm. 40-54.
However, in the Ricordi edition, the word oppure is placed only at the beginning
of the second ascending chromatic scale, in measure 47.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 20, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 40-53.
The reason why the word oppure is placed in both places is uncertain. The above
example from Ricordi maybe suggests that measures 47 to 52 could be played instead of
measures 41 to 46 or vice-versa since both sections have the same characteristics
featuring chromatic scales and arpeggiated chords. But, the chords at the end of each
chromatic scale are in different key areas. In addition to that, by analyzing other caprices,
it can be concluded that Billè used other ways to identify optional passages, as for
example in Caprice No. 19.
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Billè’s Caprice No. 19, Ricordi reprint of 1980, m. 4.
In the case above, the word oppure is used to give optional notes to be played. By
looking closely, it can be seen that the notes written below the final notes of measure 4
are smaller than the notes above. It is clear that the lower notes instead of the upper notes
are optional. Another example of the use of the word oppure in Billè can be seen in the
beginning of Caprice No. 18.

Billè’s Caprice No. 18, Ricordi reprint of 1980, mm. 1-5.
In this case the opp. is used to indicate an alternate fingering for the initial note
and its sequence. It clearly implies the positions in which the performer should play this
sequence, meaning it could be on the fourth string “or” third string. In places where Billè
wanted something to be played or cut, he usually wrote “Taglio facoltativo,” as seen on
the footnote of Caprice No. 19.

Billè’s Caprice No. 19, Ricordi reprint of 1980, footnote of page
52.
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This footnote means that it was optional to cut the specified measures of the
caprice. The notes between the segno signal and the coda signal are optional according to
the footnote, but Billè used different indications to mean optional for a passage or
section, not the word oppure as in Caprice No. 20.
Although the use of just a word does not seem important for a long discussion, in
the case of Caprice No. 20 it could mean the decision to cut off or not cut 6 measures.
The hypothesis for the use of oppure is that Billè originally thought about optional
fingerings. By looking at the corrections he made in the first edition in the same excerpt,
it can be seen that in this case he probably referred to two different optional fingerings.

Billè’s Caprice No. 20 with composer corrections, mm. 40-53.
Ricordi edition of 1921 with Billè’s handmade corrections.

It is interesting to note Billè’s fingerings for performing the chromatic scales. He
suggests two contrasting fingering sets. The hypothesis is that the word oppure originally
meant two ways of fingering the chromatic scale. However, the fingerings indications are
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not written in the Ricordi reprints nor in the manuscript. But the manuscript shows the
opp. in the same place where Billè wrote it in the above example. Nevertheless, the
reason why he did not scratch out the printed word oppure between measures 46 and 47
is uncertain. Based on all of these considerations, the option chosen for my edition was to
keep all the measures and add the optional fingerings in this section.
Below is the final edition of Caprice No. 20.
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Final edition of Caprice No. 20 by Samuel Dahmer.
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CHAPTER VI – CONCLUSION
Finally, after the described steps for the re-edition of Billès 24 Caprices presented
in this research, it can be concluded that a new updated edition is needed and of great
importance for the double bass community. Billè’s caprices could have been considered
an important part of the double bass repertoire had they been written in a notation that
today’s double bassists could read. Although we are thankful for the Ricordi edition, the
transposition to an octave higher for reading the caprices is necessary and it is not a task
that can be accomplished easily. It requires the performer to have the work rewritten for a
better understanding of the musical text. Moreover, the many divergences found between
the analyzed sources of the caprices make necessary a more updated edition, which can
present not only correction of the notes but also the possible ultimate intention of the
composer.
The editing process discussed in this dissertation will be the basis for a new
complete edition of the 24 caprices. I am certain that this publication will be of major
significance for the instrument. Billè’s caprices were published by Ricordi before 1923,
therefore, they are considered public domain in the United States and no copyright
permission for the new edition is required.
By re-editing the 24 caprices, I hope to contribute to the expansion of the current
double bass repertoire and inspire further publication of the forgotten repertoire for
double bass written by Isaia Billè.
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APPENDIX A – E-MAILS
E-mails exchanged with Ricordi to verify that they only had one edition of the
caprices.
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Emails exchanged to Ricordi to ask for copyright permission for this dissertation.
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APPENDIX B – MANUSCRIPT OF THE SELECTED CAPRICES
Caprice No. 1
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Caprice No. 3
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Caprice No. 11
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Caprice No. 20
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APPENDIX C – RICORDI’S EDITION CORRECTED BY BILLÉ
Pages of Ricordi first printed edition of 1921 used in this dissertation where there
are handmade corrections arguably made by Billè.
Caprice No. 1
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Caprice No. 3
Second page (no changes on the first page)
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Caprice No. 11
Pages 1 and 4 of the caprices. No changes were found on pages 2 and 3.
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Caprice No. 20
Page 2 of the caprice. There were no changes on pages 1, 3 and 4.
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